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ABSTRACT 

                 An Electromagnetic Braking approach uses Magnetic force to engage the brake, but the energy required 

braking is transmitted manually. The disc is connected to a shaft and the electromagnet is installed on the frame 

.When electrical energy is applied to the coil a magnetic area is developed throughout the armature seeing that of 

the present flowing throughout the coil and motives armature to get attracted toward the coil. As a result it 

develops a torque and ultimately the auto comes to rest. On this challenge the capabilities of using the 

electromagnetic braking system in automobile is studied. These brakes can be incorporated in heavy autos as an 

auxiliary brake. The electromagnetic brakes can be utilized in business cars by using controlling the present 

supplied to produce the magnetic flux. Making some enhancements within the brakes it can be used in automobile.                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A brake is a device which inhibits movement. Its reverse factor is a grab most by and large brakes use 

friction to transform kinetic energy into warmness, though other approaches of vigour conversion is also employed. 

For instance regenerative braking converts much of the energy to electrical vigour, which could also be saved for 

later use. 

The present paper is a evaluate paper of the ‘magnetic braking’ method. The first try of constructing a 

braking procedure utilizing electro magnets was carried out by way of Thomas A. Edison and he bought the patent 

for that again in October, 1881. It was once just a proposed theoretical model only, he didn't make any actual 

method having electromagnets but he obtained the patent for the basic principle that is used to create 

electromagnetic brakes. 

The topic of magnetic braking has dramatically expanded in popularity in latest years. Since1987, 

numerous articles about magnetic braking were released. These articles describe both experiments coping with 

magnetic braking, as good as the idea in the back of the phenomenon. Magnetic braking works considering that of 

induced currents and Lenz’s law. 

If you attach a metal plate to the tip of a pendulum and let it swing, its speed will broadly reduce when it 

passes between the poles of a magnet. When the plate enters the magnetic subject, an electric field is brought on in 

metallic and circulating eddy currents are generated. These currents act to oppose the alternate in flux by means of 

the plate, in line with Lenz’s law. The currents in flip warmth the plate, thereby reducing its kinetic vigour. The 

useful makes use of for magnetic braking are numerous and quite often discovered in industry in these days. This 

phenomenon can be used to damp unwanted notations in satellites, to do away with vibration in area crafts, and to 

separate nonmagnetic metals from solid waste. 

2. METHODS & MATERIALS 

Procedure: When the electromagnet just isn't energized, the rotation of the disc is free and quickens uniformly 

under the action of weight to which the shaft is attached. When the electromagnet is energized, magnetic field is 

produced thereby making use of brake by using retarding the rotation of the disc and the energy absorbed is 

regarded as heating of the disc. So when the armature is interested in the field the stopping torque is transferred 

into the area housing and into the machine body decelerating the weight. The AC motor makes the disc to rotate 

via the shaft by means of pulleys connected to the shaft. 

                When the electromagnet is just not energized, the rotation of the disc is free and hastens uniformly under 

the action of weight to which the shaft is hooked up. When the electromagnet is energized, magnetic area is 

produced thereby making use of brake by means of retarding the rotation of the disc and the vigour absorbed is 

regarded as heating of the disc. So when the armature is drawn to the subject the stopping torque is transferred into 

the subject housing and into the machine frame decelerating the load. The AC motor makes the disc to rotate by 

way of the shaft by means of pulleys connected to the shaft. 

           An AC motor is an electric motor pushed by means of an alternating current. It almost always consists of 

two basic parts, an outside stationary stator having coils furnished with alternating present to supply a rotating 

magnetic area, and an within rotor attached to the output shaft that's given a It was once observed that 

electromagnetic brakes can increase a bad vigor which represents close to twice the maximum power output of a 

common engine, and as a minimum 3 times the braking vigor of an exhaust brake. These performances of 

electromagnetic brakes make them way more competitive candidate for replacement retardation apparatus’s 

compared with different retarders. 
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            The brake linings would final extensively longer earlier than requiring renovation, and the potentially 

“brake fade” predicament could be avoided. In study carried out by way of a truck manufacturer, it used to be 

proved that the electromagnetic brake assumed eighty percentage of the duty which might or else have been 

emanded of the regular service brake. Moreover, the electromagnetic brake prevents the dangers that may arise 

from the extended use of brakes past their potential to dissipate heat. That is certainly to arise at the same time a 

automobile descending an extended gradient  

3. RESULTS 

These electromagnetic brakes can be utilized in wet conditions which get rid of the anti-skidding 

apparatus, and price of those brake are cheaper than the opposite forms. Accordingly the braking drive produced in 

that is lower than the disc brakes if can be utilized as a secondary or emergency braking method within the 

automobile. 

4. CONCLUSION 

With all of the advantages of electromagnetic brakes over friction brakes, they have got been greatly used 

on heavy vehicles where the ‘brake fading’ difficulty exists. The same suggestion is being developed for utility on 

lighter autos. The concept designed by us is just a prototype and needs to be developed extra on the grounds that of 

the above mentioned disadvantages. These electromagnetic brakes can be utilized as an auxiliary braking 

procedure along with the friction braking system to avert overheating and brake failure. ABS utilization can also be 

uncared for by using with no trouble making use of a micro controlled electromagnetic disk brake process .These 

in finding gigantic purposes in heavy automobiles the place excessive warmness dissipation is required. In rail 

coaches it will probably utilized in blend of disc brake to carry the trains moving in excessive pace. When these 

brakes are combined it raises the life of brake and act like completely loaded brakes. These electromagnetic brakes 

can be used in wet conditions which eliminate the anti-skidding gear, and cost of those brake are cheaper than the 

other forms. Accordingly the braking drive produced in this is less than the disc brakes if can be used as a 

secondary or emergency braking process within the car. 
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